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Buy Your Ford of Us 
We will give you prompt and efficient Ford service. 
Night Service Until 92 A. M. Except Sunday 
The McClure-Nesbitt Motor Co. 
Franklin 3441 
"JIMMIE" McCLURE, '13 
Foot Ball 1912 
East End Ford Dealers 
1503-07 East Main Street 
"PETE" ROSCH, '17 
nhio State 15625 
"HEN" NESBITT, '14 
Foot Rall Mgr. 1913 
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INDIANA 
vs. 
OHIO STATE 
2:30 P. M. SATURDAY, NOVElVIBER 7 
In the Ohio Stadium 
l 
1 Announcements by the Management 
1
1 A LOST AND FOUND DEPARMENT h"' been established on the fi<St floor in the South-
east Tower of the Stadium. Articles found should be turned over to the ushers or left I at th~:~e.ONE CONCESSION, that covering the sale of refreshments, is licensed by the 
1 Athletic Board and thereby privileged to sell within the Stadium. l 
I 
I 
i 
DOCTORS may leave their seat numbers with the clerk stationed m the southeast J
1 tower and will be notified in case a call is registered for them. 
EVERY COURTESY should be extended visiting teams and officials. ' 
REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION REGARDING TICKETS for games either at home j 
or abroad should be addressed to Henry D. Taylor, Athletic House, University Campus. Tele- i= 
phones: Citizens 11076; Bell North 1259. 
EVERY USHER WEARS A BADGE bearing a number. Misconduct or discourtesy on i 
the part of attendants should be reported to L. W. St. John, Director of Athletics. i 
THIS PROGRAM IS PUBLISHED under the direction of the Athletic Department. Ad- -_t 
dress inquiries concerning information or space to the Director of Programs, Athletic House, _I 
Ohio State University. I 
COMFORT STATIONS are located on each floor level. j 
! i A FIRST AID STATION with registered nurses in attendance is located on the second i floor level in the northwest tower. i 
I A REST ROOM FOR WOMEN with a maid in attendance is located on the second floor i I of the northwest tower. fl'. 
! ALL GAMES START promptly at 2 :30 P. M., Eastern Standard Time. i FOUR PAY TELEPHONE STATIONS are located on the ground floor, two on each side Ii 
! of the Stadium. 
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C/APTAIN MAkl<S' 
!-lALl;BACi< . . 
PYKJ.-!UlZEN 
CENTER- . 
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STATE OF OHIO 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 
COLUMBUS 
Ohio has the proud distinction today of entertaining the State 
University of a sister commonwealth with which she possesses more in 
common than with any other member of our great Union. 
Here meet East and West blending a typical American citizenry 
and to have been born a Hoosier is second only to having been born a 
Buckeye. 
Both Indiana and Ohio have produced wonderful athletes o.s well , 
as statesmen and other eminent men. We pay them homage as we a ssemble to 
witness our gridiron history makers of today battle for t ho s ~J~emacy 
of nineteen hundred and twenty-five. 
Qovernor. 
... ______ _ 
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DANCE TONIGHT 
-AT-
BIRKHIMER'S ' 
Dance Palace~ 
622 OAK STRE ET 
"A Fox Trot From High Street" 
to the music of 
Nick Wythe 
And His Southern Entertainers 
' 
' 
j 
' I j 
' 
j 
Dancing Every Night Except Sunday f 
____ . __ __:DM~s~~o~oc-· PE: .. :.ERs:~-------1 
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! "Cookie" running-ham ! Captain and End 
t 
I I Tim T~g~~thy 
I 
BUCKEYE VETERANS-YOU KNOW 'EM WELL 
Ed. Hess 
liuard 
:llyers Clark 
Halfback 
Gill Hunt 
Halfback 
Burke Wentz 
Halfback 
John Nicho ls 
Tackl e 
~·red Mackey 
lachl~ 
Bob Brad ley 
Center 
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Scioto 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 
Valley Supply Co. 
CANTON, OHIO 
L Ground Floor Show Room at Both Stores 
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THE 
AVERY & LOEB 
ELECTRIC CO. 
"THE HOUSE OF ELECTRICAL SERVICE" 
114-116 N. Third St. Columbus, Ohio 
ELECTRICAL AND RADIO SUPPLIES-FIXTURES AND APPLIANCES 
.a.-------------------·-··--·-·-··--··-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-·-·-··-··-··-·-.. ____ ... 
STADIUM 
Permanent seats 63,068. Temporary capacity 
72,000. 
Construction cost $1,700,000. Financed chiefly by 
gifts aggregating $1,083,000 pledged by 13,000 
people. 
Seats in lower deck 41,000. Seats in upper deck 
21,000. Box seats 3,100. Closest seats are 72 feet 
from the sidelines, farthest seats 231 feet. 
Circumference from end to end, one-third mile. 
Ground area 10 acres. 
Height of wal1 98 feet, 3 inches. 
Length 754 feet, width 597 feet. 
Material: concrete and steel. 
Twelve ramps feed 112 aisles. 
Tickets may be taken from one to 81 entrances. 
Seven hundred ushers are required to handle a 
capacity crowd. 
FACTS 
Advantages of the Ohio Plan: 
(1) The upper deck brings seats closer to the J 
playing field. j 
(2) The open end improves ventilation. J 
(3) The curved sides equalize seat valuaerschaensd, jJ are a factor in crow  psychology. 
Architectural Features: 
(1) Eighty-seven concrete and steel 
each 13 feet wide and 56 feet high. J 
(2) Towers at the open end and main entrance 
each 109 feet high and 36 feet square. ' 
(3) A half doze 86?1? feet high and 70 feet in I 
diameter. r 
l 
J 
PERMANENT SEATS IN OTHER STADIA 
Yale 61,000. Princeton 41,500. Harvard 38,000. Michigan 36,500 
Note :-Other thousands can be handled in each stadium by temporary seats. f j 
.&.--------··------·-·-·-·----~---! , 
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l The LEHMAN Co. I 
l Only 11 in Columbus 
l High St. at l 
I UN 5645 12th Ave. 
I 
C. 11682 We insure your 
garments 
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Ted Meyera 
Guard 
"Deb" Rowan 
End 
Leo Urldll 
Tackle 
. l 
FLEDGLING BUCKEYES 
Fra nk Lacksen 
Tackle 
Fred G r im 
Halfback 
Bill Young 
T a ckle 
r f 
f 
Gordon Jetr.rey 
End 
Cornelius A ckerman 
End 
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OI.0£AJHIOH£J) HONE NAOE 
I ROWLANDS BUILDING LOBBY j TWELVE NORTH THIRD 
i 
SEC . 
MARCIA PEMBROKE STEFFAN 122 
.JAMES C. STEFFAN 122 
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1 Al w· i I ways a mner BURT'S 
I ! 15th and High 
l 
The Route Most Frequently Used ! 
! ! ~~ l I Ohio State University I 
J E. J. WELLINGHOFF, Trav. Pass. Agt. 11 
BURT'S Restaurant 
Open 7 A. M. to Midnight 
BURT'S Coffee Shop 
Open All Night 
BURT'S Tailor and Pressing 
Shop 
Keeps you looking classy 
Jl G. C. ARMSTRONG, Genl. Agent l 
6 
204 Dixie Terminal Bldg. i BUR T'S Barber Shop l The correct hair cut for men and women 
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1 · When the Game Is Over 
! 
t DINNER at ' I THE ROSE MARIE SHOPPE I 
! 1392 N. High St., Near King Ave. f 
! MAX McGAUGHY, Manager j i Open 6 :00 A. M.-2 :00 A. M. t 
J Good Service Delicious Food f 
+-·· .. ·---·-·-··--··-·-·-----··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-·-··-··-··-·-·-·-·-----.! 
Changes in Football Rules 
for 1925 
Most of the changes in the football rules this year again deal with minor details of phrasing. Further attempt 
has been made to explain clearly a number of points upon which coaches and officials have been in dispute. 
THE KICKOFF 
All kickoffs this year will be made from the kicking team's 40-yard line instead of the middle of the field, as was 
the case last fall. All artificial tees, including scraping up of earth, have been abolished on the kickoff, all place 
kicks and free kicks. 
WINNER OF TOSS ALLOWED THIRD OPTION 
The winner of the toss at the start of the ga1!1e may elect to do one of three things: (!) to kick off, (2) to re-
ceive the kickoff, or (3) to choose the goal he wishes to defend. The loser has a choice of the other two remaining 
after the winner makes his election. Of course, if the winner selects either Number 1 or 2, the loser must choose 
the goal. 
OFFSIDE PLAY 
Offside play by defense no longer automatically gi.ves first do~n to the. offense. In offside play th~ penalty re-
mains five yards, as heretofore, but. the 1own and po mt to be. gamed remam the same. Nov: the offensive team may 
secure first down when the .defense 1s offs1~e, only wJ:ten there 1s five yards or less to be gamed on the play during 
which the defense was offside. Formerly 1t automatically became first down. 
BLOCKED KICKS 
When a blocked kick, which does not cross the line of scrimmage, is recovered by the kicking team, it counts 
as a down. If the blocking occurred on the fourth down the kicking team loses the ball, even though it recovers the 
ball. Formerly it became first down. It makes no difference by which side the kick was blocked. Of course as 
heretofore, if -the defensive team recovers the ball. it automatically becomes first down. ' 
If the kick is partially blocked and thereafter crosses the scrimmage line, the ball is to be played exactly as if 
it had not been touched. Formerly touching of the ball by the defense made every player on both teams eligible to 
recover the ball. Now it has to be touched by the defense after crossing the line of scrimmage, before this is true. 
However, as in former years, if an attempted goal from the field touches a player of the kicking side, the goal, if 
made, shall not be allowed. 
FL YING TACKLE NOW LEGAL 
The flying tackle and tackling below the knees are again legal. 
1-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-.. -·-·-·-··-·-··~:~·:;~h~:··::··-.. -··-·-·--·----·-·-"-·-r 
! D. W. McGRATH & SONS I 
1 GENERAL CONTRACTORS I 
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BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
Contractors on the Campus Since 1892 
t Ohio State 3509 255 E. Broad St., Columbus, Ohio Bell Main 0859 
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COMMON PENALTIES 
Loss of Five Yards 
1. Violation of the offside rule, which in-
cludes: 
(a) Lineman or backs illegally in motion 
when the ball is snapped. 
(b) Any player of the kicking side ahead 
of the ball when it is kicked at the kickoff. 
( c) Attempts to draw opponents into 
charging before the ball is snapped. 
2. Unreasonable delay by a team, usually 
evidenced by calling signals several times be-
fore the ball is snapped. 
3. Running into the kicker after he has 
kicked the ball. 
4. Failure of substitute to report to referee 
when entering the game. 
5. Unfair play not specifically covered in 
the rules. 
6. Time called more than four times dur-
ing a half at the request of the captain of 
a team. 
Loss of 15 Yards 
1. Substitute communicating with players 
before the ball is put in play. 
2. Interference with a man who has sig-
naled for a fair catch. 
3. Throwing player to the ground after he 
has made a fair catch. 
4. Offensive player pushing or pulling the 
man carrying the ball. 
5. Offensive player holding a defensive 
player. 
6. Playew; of the side making a forward 
pass interfering with defensive players after 
the ball is passed. 
7. Deliberately roughing the kicker after 
he has kicked the ball. 
8. Piling up on players who are down. 
9. Tackling a man after he has run out of 
bounds. 
10. Offensive player tripping an opponent. 
11. Sideline coaching. 
12. Intentional throwing of forward pass 
to the ground. 
Loss of ZS Yards 
1. Clipping. 
2. Delaying start of first or third periods. 
14 
Loss of Half Distance to Goal Line 
1. Return of the pl~yer to the game who 
has previously been in that same half. 
2. Disqualificati•m of a player for rough 
play. 
3. Any foul occurring inside the opponent's 
one-yard line. 
Loss of a Down 
1. Illegal or incomplete forward pass. 
2. Forward pass striking the ground. 
3. Forward pass touched by two eligible 
players of the passing side. 
4. Forward pass going out of bounds on 
the fly. 
5. Recovery of blocked kick by kicking 
side, regardless of which side blocked it. 
Loss of Ball 
1. Ball kicked out of bound unless touched 
in the field of play. 
2. Illegal use of hands or arms to prevent 
an opponent from secunng loose ball. 
3. Forward pass touched by ineligible 
player of the passer's side. 
4. Interference by defensive side under a 
forward pass. 
5. Failure to advance the ball 10 yards in 
four downs. 
6. Kicking or kicking at a loose ball. 
7. Player on the kicking side who is ahead 
of the ball when it is kicked and touches the 
ball before it touches an opponent. 
Forfeiture of Game 
Refusal to abide by referee's decision or to 
play within two minutes after being ordered 
to do so by the referee. 
Important Note Regarding Time Out 
Time is automatically taken out during a 
try for point after a 'touchdown, after a safety 
or a touchback, after fair catch has been made 
after an incomplete forward pass, during en~ 
forcement of all penalties, when the ball goes 
out of bounds, or when for any reason play is 
suspended by the referee. Time shall not be-
gin again, after any of the aforesaid until the 
ball is actually passed back from ~enter. 
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Two to over seventy miles per hour in high gear 
without period vibration. 
Safely over 20 miles per gallon of gas. 
50 Miles per hour around bends with perfect safety. 
60 Miles per hour in comfort over rough cobble-
stones. 
High gear on hills that ordinarily take second or 
first speed. 
Front wheels straighten thmeselves after rounding 
a curve. 
Smoothness and acceleration never before known. 
A brake system that gives perfect safety on ice and 
snow. 
Chrysler Six attractively priced from 
$1395.00 to $2095.00, f. o. b. Detroit 
Chrysler Four attractively priced from 
$895.00 to $1095.00, f. o. b. Detroit 
CHRYSLER 
SIX 
Stanton Motors, Inc. · 
841 N. High St. 
Un. 5868 COLUMBUS, OHIO Citz. 16639 
·-----------··-·-·--·-··-··--··-··-·-··--·-·-------
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f THE . HISS STtt.1p 
f 53 East Gay Street 
1 ! HERMAN A. BLOOM 
l President and General Manager 
I I RUBBER, BRASS, STEEL 
I
I MARKING DEVICES 
and Bronze Tablets 
I COLUMBUS, OHIO 
l_,_,,_,,_.,_,_,_,_,,_,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,_,.j. 
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Let us I 
TACKLE 
your 
Fall 
Cleaning 
LOUIS FRANCIS 
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Cleaning & Dyeing Co. f 
4 Stores f f 
f 
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i TRY 
I If>~~~L~~~ 
i 
l GASOLINE I I f I "It's a Pleasure" , 
I f 
! f I Stations Conveniently Located I 
I The Central Ohio Oil Co. J 
I i 
~itizen 6485-6·--·--------·-·-·-·-·------·~.:::~~-24-2--3_.l 
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Elmer Marek 
Halfback 
F. H. Griswold 
Halfback 
NEW TO VARSITY RANKS 
Jack Ullery 
Center 
Robin Bell 
Quarterback 
Dan Willaman 
Halfback 
Ted Hieronymus 
Fullback 
"Chic" Mitchell 
Quarterback 
Blll Reed 
Guard 
Bob Bell 
Fullback 
L_ _____________ __.. 
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OLDSMOBILE SIX COACH 1 
I 
F. 0. B. Lan1ing 
$950 
Beauty 
Perf orrnance 
Price 
Not One---But All Three 
Mover Oldsmobile Company 
..; 
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Citz. 8364 l Distributors 390 E. Broad St. 
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_ SEIBERT'S 
At No. 6 E. Broad St. 
The Ideal Place Downtown to Eat 
A Place to Meet Your Friends 
Reserved seats for all football games on sale at our store 
Ll Visit our Cigar Store in The Neil House. Finest line of Imported Pipes, Holders, Pouches and Cases in the city. ___ ,_,_,,_,,_,,_"_,_,~:__.:~:..~::.:_~~=-~°::_ .. th::_.::.:.:_.~~.~ .. -·-·-.. -.. _·-··-· . . J 
r--··-·----·-·-··-··-··-·-----··-·--.. 
Make a Date Now 
--FOR THE--
Home-Coming Game and Carnival 
November 20 - 21 
The Red Letter Days of the Season 
1-------•-n-n-n-••-n-••-•-••-••-•_,,_,. __________ _.., 
+-----,--··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··--·-··-·-··-·-·---..-·--..-...-...--. -...... 
Cits. 2755 
l 
DRINKS THAT SATISFY 
SCHILLE'S 
QUALITY SODA WATERS 
SOLD IN BOTTLES ONLY 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 
Main 07H 
·-------------_.· ..-----------..... 
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EERNOSKE 
GUARD. 
BYERS' 
i-JALFBA CK . 
V/lNSTON 
END. 
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--==~•-=--==-==--= C"'J:he SYMBOLS qf a DISTINGUISHED MOTOR CAR 
A etat M ajestat 
In th e personal automotive establishments of His Most Gracious 1Iaj cs ty, King George 
of Britain, and of King Albert of Belgium, are nothing but cars engined with t he pa tented 
Knight sleeve-valve motor. Exactly the same type of engine, sponsored by th e same 
inventor, and built upon precisely the same principle as that perennial piece of sleeve-
valve motor-mechanism you get in your American-made Willys -Knight automobile. 
The Ohio Motors Co. 
32-46 S. Fifth St. at Broad 
L . S. MacPHAIL. President C. B. TODD Treasurer 
WILLYS·KNIGHT SIX 
WILLY S - OVERLAND 
'J-ine ·'"Motor· Cars 
-------------------·--II . II II ··-------11-11-1-ll_I __ , _____ • 
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PROBABLE STARTING LINE-UPS 
OHIO STATE 
Left Half Fullback Right Half 
Clark (61) Karow (66) Marek (11) 
170 lbs. 174 lbs. 167 lbs. 
Quarterback 
Grim ( 46) 
157 lbs. 
Left End Left Tackle Left Guard Center Right Guard Right Tackle 
Cunningham (77) Nichols (60) Meyers (70) Klein (69) H ess (57) Reed (56) 
193 lbs. 196 lbs. 188 lbs. 180 lbs. 184 lbs. 180 lbs. 
SCORE CARD 
-
FIRST SECOND THIRD FOURTH 
QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER 
OHIO 
STATE 
INDIANA 
Right End 
Nessel (8'6) 
168 Lbs. 
Right Tackle 
G. Fisher (12) 
195 Lbs. 
Right Half 
Byers (39) 
150 Lbs. 
LENGTH OF QUARTERS-IS MINUTES 
INDIANA 
Right Gua d 
Bishop (68) . 
180 Lbs. 
Center 
Kelso (4) 
156 Lbs. 
Quarterback 
Salmi (85) 
148 Lbs. 
Fullback 
M c.Connell(78) 
159 Lbs. 
Lef t Guard 
Bernoske (3) 
183 Lbs. 
Left Tackle 
Clifford (9) 
216 Lbs. 
Left Half 
Mar~s (53) (C) 
173 Lbs. 
---------••-••-W~•-•--•·-•-••-••-••-••-•n-••-••-••-••- .. •-.. •-••-••-••-••-••-.. 
2.! 
Right End 
Rowan (68) 
182 lbs. 
TOTAL 
Left End 
Winston (50) 
195 Lbs. 
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Willaman 
I SO Ullery i 51 Slough 
1• 52 Ackerman 54 Uridil j SS Jenkins 
i 56 Reed i 57 Hess i 58 Seiffer 
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1 Jones 
Z.. ... Haas 
3 Bernoske 
4 Kelso 
6 Zaiser 
7 Havrilla 
8 Dykhuizen 
9 Clifford 
10 Hellman 
12 Fisher, G. 
17 Courim 
39 Byers 
40 Ray 
41 Lanman 
OHIO STATE SQUAD 
59 Harrison 
60 Nichols 
61 Clark 
62 McCarthy 
63 Bell, Bob 
66 Karow 
67 Wentz 
68 Rowan 
69 Klein 
70 Meyers 
75 Griswold 
76 Joseph 
77 Cunningham (Capt.) 
OFFICIALS 
Referee-FRANK BIRCH, Earlham 
Umpire-W. D. KNIGHT, Dartmouth 
Field Judge-LION GARDINER, Illinois 
78 Jeffrey 
80 Mackey 
81 Lacksen 
82 Bradley 
84 Young 
85 Mitchell 
87 Hunt 
88 Kreglow 
91 Hieronymua 
95 Wendler 
96 Gorrill 
97 Blanchard 
Head Linesman-FRED GARDNER, Cornell 
INDIANA SQUAD 
WATCH THE SCOREBOARD 
AFTER EVERY PLAY 
(It will help you follow the game.) 
The following penalties are shown: 
0 Offside 
H Holding 
I Illegal Interference 
T Time out more than four times 
R Roughness 
C Clipping 
The scoreboard also shows the score, 
the down, the yards to go for first 
down, the time of each quarter, who 
has the ball, and the position of the 
ball on the field. 
43 Sibley, F. 
45 Tobin 
49 Stamats 
50 Winston 
53 Marks 
57 Fisher, W . 
58 Childs 
68 Bishop 
77 Briner 
78 McConnell 
80 Prucha 
81 Holhlick 
84 Sibley, R. 
85 Salmi 
8'6 Nessel 
+-- --~•-••-••-••-••-••-n-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-• -••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-•-·-•-••-••-• 
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Half of the game is living it over from the 
State Journal accoun - the next day. 
The whole story, for this game and every 
other one of importance, will be told in the 
sport pages of tomorrow morning's State 
Journal. 
The Ohio State Journal 
·,AAAA~~~~~~.,.,, 
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i 
The Granville Inn and Golf Course (18 holes) l 
GRANVILLE, LICKING COUNTY, OHIO j 
East of Columbus-On Broad St. i 
The Ideal Place for Your Next Dinner-Dance i 
Bridge Luncheons-Teas Meals a la Carte i 
1 Table d'Hote Dinners Saturday and Sunday ! 
.
1 
Management MAX MEHLBORN I 
Single Room $4.00 Up Double Room $7.00 Up l 
.;.,..._.._._.._,_,_,_._..,_1_11_11_11_11_11_11_1_1_11_1~11-1-11-ll-11-ll-ll-ll-ll-ll-ll-ll-H--11--l-tl-l-l.i. 
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Students, ask for I 
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I 
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! 
! 
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l 
i 
Quality College Papers 
Swan Linen---for themes 
Inter-State Bond---f or ring book fillers 
On sale at all dealers 
The Central 0 hio Paper Co. 
Manufacturers 
i j 
I 
i 
I 
l 
i 
i 
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i 
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No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
IC 
12 
17 
39 
40 
41 
43 
45 
49 
so 
53 
57 
58 
68 
77 
' 
78 
80 
81 
84 
85 
86 
Indiana Squad 
Name Home Weight 
Varsity 
Exp.Years Position 
Jones, Edward ... ............. ............ Oolitic ......................... . 175 0 End 
Haas, Harold .................. ........ ..... . Gary ............................. . 145 0 Halfback 
Bernoske, Daniel -···· ·····-··-············ Michigan City ............. . 183 2 Guard 
Kelso, Russell .......................... .. .. New Albany ................ . . 156 1 Center 
Zaiser, Willia m ............... ........ ..... Indianapolis ................. . 186 2 Center 
Havrilla, Fred ..... ................ ......... Hobart .................. ......... . 160 0 Tackle 
Dykhuizen, Fred .. ........................ Lafayett e ..................... . 175 1 Center 
Clifford, Joseph ............................ Fort Wayne ................. . 216 0 Tackle 
Hellman, Arthur .............. ............ Chicago ........................ . 186 0 Tackle 
Fisher, George ................... ........... Medora ........... .... .......... . 195 . 2 Tackle 
Courim, J. B. ................................ Indianapolis ... .............. . 136 0 Quarterback 
Byers, Herman ... .. ................ ....... Evansville .......... .... ..... . 150 0 Halfback 
Ray, Richard ---····· ···· ····· ················· T erre •H aute ··-···· · ··- ~ ---··· 145 .o Halfback 
Lanman, V. F . ..... ....................... .. Princeton .................. . 155 0 End 
Sibley, Frank ...... ..... ........... ......... Gary ....... .... ....... ............ . 157 1 End 
Tobin, Paul ····· ········ ·····------·--······- Middletown, 0 . ........... . 160 1 Halfback 
Stamats, Donald ... ....... ....... .. ....... vVarsaw .. ............. .......... . 128 0 Quarterback 
Winston, John ... ....... ..... ....... ..... ... Washington ............. .... . 195 0 End 
Marks, Lawrence, (Capt. ) ........ Wabash ... ........ ....... ....... . 172 2 Halfback 
Fisher, Walter ... ... ............ .... .. ...... Medora .. ..... ... ... ............ . 212 1 Tackle 
Childs, Floyd ... ...... .. .............. .. , .... West Baden ...... .... .... ... . 177 .. 2 Guard 
Bishop, George .......... .................. Muscotah, Kans . ........ . 180 1 Center 
Briner, Louis ······ ········ ···--········ ·· ·-· Garrett ········ · ···· · ·······-~--- 180 0 Guard 
McConnell, Robert ...................... Evansville ............... .... . 159 1 Quarterback 
Prucha, William ......... .. ......... ..... . Chicago .. .. .. .... ............... . 160 2 Halfback 
Holblick, Harry ....... ...... .... ......... .. Lafayette ................... . 174 1 Guard 
Sibley, Ross ...... ........ .................... Gary ... .......... .... . ........... . 158 0 Halfback 
Salmi, Victor ... ...... .............. .. ....... Gary ........ ..... ................ . 148 2 Halfback 
Nessel, Ferdie .......... ........ ..... ... ... ... 1\ Tari on ....................... ... . . 168 1 End 
27 
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1 J ! ' l The Tailor 
AND 
EL VERSO 
CIGARS 
For OHIO ST A TE 
MEN of Good Taste 
i 
i 
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i 
i 
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i 
Has been Satisfactorily Dressing 
the University Students for 
the Past 27 Years 
Special Discount to Students 
Suits and Overcoats 
$30 to $60 I The Deisel-W emmer Co. 
LIMA, OHIO 
New Location I 
+-,._,._,,_,_,,_,~.:.::High ~__J 
.. -·-·-·-·-··--··-·-··-·-·-·-··-·-·-·--+ 
'YOUJ6 SWI6Y IN PICTl&R 
LEAVES NOTHIN6 UNTOLD 
Come to Jiny and f!e/ bette,-Quah'# 
Halftones, Zinc Eicllin2s Color Plates 
Ari Work Commercial Photographs. 
The Terrjl EngraVing Cmnpan}' 
214 Oak Street Columbus. Ohio 
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Ohio State's Football Record 
1890-1924 
Won Big Ten football championships in 1916, 1917 and 1920. Runner up in 1919 and 1921. 
Won 180, lost 92, tied 24 games in 35 seasons from 1890 to 1924, inclusive. Percentage .661. 
Won 57, lost 21, tied six since admission to Big Ten. Percentage .731. 
Won 29, lost 21, tied three in competition with Big Ten teams. Percentage .5&>. 
Starting in 1913, Ohio State has shut out opponents 43 times in football, and has itself 
been "whitewashed" 16 times. Since 1890, it has held opponents scoreless 135 times on the 
gridiron and has itself been shut out 65 times. 
Harley, Stinchcomb and Cunningham chosen on all-American teams. Many other players 
mentioned for all-American, all-Western and Big Ten mythical elevens. 
Has scored 4946 points to 2478 for opponents in the 35 seasons. 
Since a member of the Big Ten, its elevens h_ave tallied 1681 points to 472 for opponents. 
Against Western Conference teams alone, Ohio State elevens have scored 585 points to 
435 for its Conference foes. 
n-n H • • __... II II • ·----------+--·--------------_.., 
Let's Start ---
the game right with a real kick-off and let's 
start the CAR right with a real motor fuel. 
You've never seen such power and mileage before. 
AERO-GAS or Caldwell & Taylor's Original 
BENZOL-GAS are just like our Boys, they can't 
be beat. 
The Accurate Measure Oil 
Company 
"ACCURATE PRODUCTS" 
Big Ten Record to Date 
Chicago 9 Kentucky 0 Minnesota 25 North Dakota 6 
Chicago 3 Ohio State 3 Minnesota 34 Grinnell 6 
Chicago 6 Northwestern 0 Minnesota 32 Wabash 6 
After Game 
Chicago 0 Pennsylvania 7 Minnesota 7 Notre Dame 19 
the Chicago 6 Purdue 0 Minnesota 12 Wisconsin 12 24 10 110 49 
~ 
Illinois 0 Nebraska l4 Northwestern 14 South Dakota 7 
Illinois 16 Butler 13 Northwestern 17 Carleton 0 DINNER Illinois 10 Iowa 12 Northwestern 0 Chicago 6 Illinois 0 Michigan 3 Northwestern 7 Tulane 18 Illinois 24 Pennsylvania 2 Northwestern 17 Indiana 14 50 44 53 45 
with your friends 
Indiana 31 Indiana Normal 0 Ohio State 10 Ohio Wesleyan 3 
at Indiana 0 Michigan 63 Ohio State 3 Chicago 3 Indiana 0 Syracuse 14 Ohio State 9 Columbia 0 Indiana 25 Miami 7 Ohio State 0 Iowa 15 
Indiana 14 N o.rthweste~·n 17 Ohio State 17 Wooster 0 
HENNICK'S 
70 101 39 21 
at the Gate ol the Campus 
~ Iowa 26 Arkansas 0 Purdue 0 Wabash 13 Iowa 41 St. Louis 0 Purdue 30 DePauw 0 
Iowa 12 Illinois 10 Purdue 44 Rose Poly 0 
Iowa 15 Ohio State 0 Purdue 0 Wisconsiu. 7 
Iowa 28 Wabash 7 Purdue 0 Chicago 6 
122 17 74 26 
Foods that Satisfy! 
Michigan 39 Michigan State 0 Wisconsin 30 Ames 0 
Michigan 63 Indiana 0 Wisconsin 35 Franklin 0 
Michigan 21 Wisconsin 0 Wisconsin 0 Michigan 21 
Michigan 3 Illinois 0 Wisconsin 7 Purdue 0 
Michigan 54 Navy 0 Wisconsin 12 Minnesota 12 
180 0 84 33 
30 ll 
THE BEST YOU CAN USE 
THE COLUMBUS OIL CO. 
+--·--·· II ·-·-·- ··-·- •- 1 -11- 11- 11- 111-1111- 11-+ 
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Suppose Jack Wilce Had 
Provided No Substitutes! 
What a hue and cry would arise from the 
fana in auch an event, and justly so 
ON THE Q. T .-Have you provided a SUB-
STITUTE for your earning power ? 
LIFE INSURANCE in adequate amount 
is the only Substitute. 
TICE & JEFFERS 
General Managers 
Midland Mutual Life Insurance 
Company 
HERMAN TICE, Campus Representative 
i j 
i 
i 
i 
f 
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VISIT 
The Old Reliable 
For the Best Photos 
Our New Home 
RICH and HIGH STS. 
The Largest, Finest, and Most 
Complete Gallery in America 
r 
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t TODA y NEXT WEEK I 
I IN OHIO IN OHIO I 
•
"I Wilmington at Ashland Wooster at Akron j 
Ohio Northern at Case Ashland at Capital 
• Haskell at Dayton Ohio at Cincinnati I ! Muskingum at Denison Ohio Wesleyan at Denison j 
l• Creighton a t John Carroll Otterbein at Heidelberg Hiram at Kenyon Case at Hiram 
• Miami at Mt. Union Bethany at John Carroll j ! \Vestern Reserve at Oberlin Oberlin at Miami j 
"I Marietta at Ohio Alumm at Mt. Union 
Baldwin-Wallace at Otterbein Ohio Northern at Muskingum 
=, Akron at St . Xavier Detroit at Toledo : 
Cincinnati at Wittenberg Baldwin-Wallace at Western Reserve ! 11 IN THE EAST Salem at Marietta j 
Wittenberg a t Ohio 
1 
Boston at Brown 
Providence at Colgate 
New York Universi t y at Columbia IN THE EAST J 
Cornell at Dartmouth Harvard at Brown 
Rutgers at Lafayette West Point at Columbia j 
Haverford at Pennsylvania Georgia at Georgia Tech j 
Notre Dame at Penn State Pittsburgh at Pennsylvania 
Harvard at Princeton c S 
Washinaton and Jefferson at Pittsburgh olgate at yracuse "j ~ Bucknell at Navy Ohio Wesleyan at Syracuse Penn State at West Virginia 
I Davis-Elkins at West Pomt 
1
. 
• Western Maryland at Annapolis Amherst at Williams ! Maryland at Yale Princeton at Yale 
1 • IN THE WEST IN THE WEST ! Washington State at California OHIO STATE AT MICHIGAN j i Montana at Idaho Dayton at Butler 
• Chicago at Illinois Washington at California I Wisconsin at Iowa Dartmouth at Chicago 
• Toledo at Michigan State Wabash at Illinois 
I
I Butler at Minnesota Rose Poly at Indiana 
Arizona at New Mexico Iowa at Minnesota 
.
I Michigan at Northwestern Oklahoma at Missouri 
Kansas at Oklahoma Carnegie Tech at Notre Dame l ~':.~i;k~na~tO£~~·d~~ate Northwestern at Purdue . 
t 
Santa Clara at Southern California Cahforma (So. Branch)_ at ~tantord I 
Stanford at \Vashington Michigan State at W1,consm 
+-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-·--·----··-··-··-··-··-··-·-11-·-··-··-··-··-··-·- ·-··-·-·+ 
Citz. 10218 
EXCURSIONS ! 
Every Train- Every Sunday 
Round trip for price of one way fare 
Minimum excursion fare-$1.00 
Interurban Terminal 
Rich and Third Sts. 
Bell MA 7971 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
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MAIN 1188 CITIZENS 6789 
COLUMBUS 
PROVISION COMPANY 
A. J. GODDARD 
------------------------n11111-11111..--11 _______________ _ 
Purveyors ~'.of the Choicest Meats Only 
i 313 EAST MAIN STREET COLUMBUS, OHIO 
l ' I 
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SONGS AND YELLS 
f 
OHIO STATE YELLS 
1. Wa-ho, Wa-ho, Rip, Zip, Ba-zo, 
I yell, I yell, Ohio. 
2. Ohio, Rah; Ohio, Rah; 
Rah, Rah, Ohio. 
3. 0-, Ohio; 0-, Ohio; 
Rah, Rah, Rab, Rah, Ohio. 
4. LOCOMOTIVE 
S-•·•·s (3 times) 
Rah, Rab, Rah, Rab; 
Ohio State, Ohio State. 
(Repeat three time•, very alowly, 
faster, very fast, all cheer at end.) 
5. THE SKYROCKET 
A prolonged rising whiatl&-
Boom-, Hurray, Ohio. 
6. Ee---ee, Coma-Lioh 
Ge~e--Wahl 
Ohio. 
7. Ee e, Yah. 
Ee e, Yah. 
Fight 1-l'ight I-Fight l-l'igbt-l'IGHT l 
Ohio! Ohio! Ohiol 
8. 0. 0. 0-H-I-O. (Repeat indefinitely.) 
THE DIVIDED OHIO 
9. 0-0-0-0 
H-H-H-H 
I-I-I-I 
0-0-0-0 
OHIO 
HAIL TO OLD I. U. ! 
Come and join in song together, 
Shout with might and main; 
Our beloved Alma Mater, 
Sound her praise again. 
Honor to the Cream and Crimson, 
Banner that we love 
It shall lead us in the conflict, 
And our triumph prove. 
Senior, junior, sophomore, freshman, 
All together we 
Sound the chorus loud and glorious, 
State University. 
Here's to her whose name we'll ever 
Cherish in our song 
Honor, love, and true devotion, 
All to her belong. 
Chorus 
Gloriana, Frangipana, 
E'er to her be true 
She's the pride of Indiana, 
Hail to old I. U. I 
THE CHANT 
Obi, Buckeye, 
O-HI-01 
0-Ra-Rah Rah, 
0-Ra-Rah Rah, 
Cunningham I 
''Cookie" Cunningham, 
Rah Rah Rahl 
0-0hio, Ohio, 
The HilJs send back the cry, 
We're here to do or die 
For Ohio Ohio 
We'll win the game or know the reason 
why I 
And when we've won the game, ' tell you 
what we'll do, 
We'll yell for old Ohio 
'till we wobble in our shoes. 
Repeat first 5 lines. 
ACROSS THE FIELD 
Words and Music by 
W. A. Dougherty, Jr., '17 
Fight that team across the field, 
Show them Ohio's here. 
Set the earth reverberating with a mighty 
cheer. 
Hit them bard and see bow they fall; 
Never let that team get the ball 
Hail I Hail I the gang's all here, 
So let's beat that Indiana now. 
Oho, Ohio! Ob, Ohio! Wa-bool Wa-hool 
for Ohio. 
INDIANA 
THE SERIES 
Zickety Boom! Rahl Rabi 
Zickety Boom! Rab I Rab I 
Hurrah I Hurrah I 
Indiana Rah! Rah! 
(twice) 
Gloriana I 
Frangipana ! 
Indiana l Indiana I 
Who-eeel 
Whoo-eeeel 
Rah! Rahl R ah! Rahl 
Indiana Indiana! 
Rah! Rah! \Rah! Rahl 
Indiana Indiana I 
Rahl R ahl Rahl Rahl 
Indiana Indiana l 
Whoo--eeee I 
SIS BOOM, INDIANA 
Sis-s-s-s Boom I 
Sis-s-s-s Boom I 
Sis-s-s-s Boom! 
Indiana! 
I-N-D-I-A-N-A, 
Indiana I 
Vihoo-eeee I 
CARMEN OHIO 
Words and Music by 
Fred Cornell, ex-'06 
(Ha ts off, standing) 
0, come, let's sing Ohio's praise 
And songs to Alma Mater raise; 
W~ile . our hearts rebounding tbrilJ 
Wttb JO'{ that death alone can stilJ. 
Summer a heat or winter's cold, 
The seasons pass, the years will roll; 
Time and change will truly show 
How firm thy friendship-Ohio. 
These jolly days of priceless worth 
By far the gladdest days on earth, 
Soon wilJ pass and we not know 
How dearly we love Ohio. 
We should strive to keep thy name 
Of fair repute nad spotless fame; 
So in college balls we'll grow 
And love thee better-Ohio. 
Alumni Chorus 
Tho, age may dim our mcm'r7'9 store, 
We'll think of happy days o yore, 
True to friend and frank to foe, 
As sturdy sons of 0-hi-o. 
If on seas of care we roll, 
'Neath blackened sky, o'er barren shoal. 
Thots of thee bid darkness go, 
Dear Alma Mater-0-bi-o. 
(All in on last Ohio.) 
THE BUCKEYE BATTLE CRY 
Words and Music by Frank Crummit 
In old Ohio there's a team, 
That's known thruout the land; 
Eleven warriors. brave and bold, 
Whose fame will ever stand, 
And when the ball goes over, 
Our cheers will reach the sky, 
Ohio Field will hear again 
The Buckeye Battle Cry. 
Drivel Drive on down the field, 
Men of the scarlet and gray; 
Don't let them thru that line, 
We have to win this game today, 
Come on, Ohio I Smash thru to victory, 
We cheer you as we 1ro; 
Our honor defend 
Se we'll tight to the end 
For Ohio. 
INDIANA OUR INDIANA 
Indiana, Our Indiana, 
Indiana. we're all for you; 
\Ve will fight for the Cream and Crimson, 
For the glory of old I. U. 
Never daunted, we cannot falter. 
In the battle, we're tried and true. 
Indiana, our Indiana, 
Indiana, we're all for you. 
MONON 
Rahl Rabi Rah! Rabi 
In-di-an-a! 
Rah! Rah! Rabi Rahl 
In-di-an-a I 
Rahl Rahl Rahl Rabi 
In-di-an-a! 
Whoo-eeel 
FOR YOU, I. U. 
We do for you I. U. 
(slow) 
We do for you I . U. 
((Repeat twice, each time faster) 
Yea-I. U. 1 
Rah! {pause) Rah I (pause) Rab I 
l 
I 
J 
I 
r 
(Established 1881) 
Forty-four Years of Continuous Transportation Service 
Baggage Delivery-Local and Long Distance Hauling 
"The Thinking Fellow Calls a Yellow" I 
t i j Citizens 6651 Main 0641 I 
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A Great Game 
A Great Ball 
The Spalding JS Football has been 
the only ball used for years in all 
important contests. It is the only 
football without a lining that will 
keep its shape, accuracy of flight, 
resiliency and durability. 
For All Sports 
in every season the world over, 
Spalding Equipment is "Official". 
Before a Spalding Implement is 
offered to the public, thousands of 
dollars have been spent in perfect-
ing it. Every Spalding Implement 
is made right and will not fail. 
"Spalding Made" is a quality guar-
antee. 
197 South High Street, Columbus 
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Keith DeVoe 
Fullback 
MORE BUCKEYE VETERANS 
Alex Klein 
Center 
Ralph Seltrer 
End 
Who's \i\Tho on Ohio State's Squad 
Name Home 
Ackerman, Cornelius ············--·-···-Wauseon ··-------------·····--····-··-·-·· 
Bell, Bob ···········-···-·······················-Columbus ··········-·--···············-···· 
Bell, Robin ····-··············-··················-Erie, Pa. ····-·-·---··········-----········ 
Blanchard, Bruce ···-····-···············-Columbus ·········-··-·-··················· 
Brobeck, John ............................... _Richwood ............................... . 
Bradley, Bob ·························---········-Woodstock ............................. . 
Brumbaugh, Carl L ..................... _West Milton·········---················ 
Boyer, Dan -·······················-········-····Canal Winchester ............... . 
Bloser, Parker ···-·······················--Columbus-···················-··-···-
Clark, Myers ............................... -Gettysburg -··········----·····-·····-
Cunningham, Harold ····-·-··-·-··-·········Mt. Vernon ··········------·-·········· 
De Voe, Keith ···········-·······················-Lima ········--··················-·····-····· 
Diehl, Richard C. -·······················-Defiance ·················-·-··-·····--······ 
Freeman, Eddie ···----··-···················-Canal Winchester ·······-·······-
Gorrill, Charles ---··························--Fostoria -·-····-··························· 
Grim, Fred ········--····························-Toledo ········--·····················-···· 
Griswold, F. H. ···-·····························Erie, Pa. . ................................ . 
Hall, Charles C. -·······-··--········-·--·--Columbus ·····-························-
Hamilton, Clarence -·-·--·······-·-·-·····-Louisville ·-······························-
Harrison, Henry C. -·····--··············-Columbus ................................. . 
Hess, Edwin ··········--·-···-··············-···Chardon ····----·························· 
Hieronymus, Ted --···-···············-Columbus ·····················--········-·· 
Hunt, William ····-··-··························Toledo ··········-·······················-··· 
Jeffrey, Gordon ··--···························Toledo ..................................... . 
Jenkins, William ··-----··-··············-··-···Columbus ............................... . 
Joseph, Chalmer ··-····-·-····················Columbus ............................... . 
Karow, Marty ········-·············-············Cleveland ··-··········-················· 
Karow, Joe ··-····-·····························-Cleveland ··-···-··-···················-· 
Klein, Alex --·----······-··················-Lorain -······························-········ 
Kates, Paul ·-·····--···-·······················-Columbus ............................... . 
Koch, John ........................................ -Columbus ............................... . 
Kopp, Harold .................................... Chicago -······-···············-·····--··· 
Kreglow, Julius -······························DeGraff -····················-·········-···· 
Lacksen, Frank ········-·····················-·Ashtabula ···-········-······--········ 
Lawrence, Harold .......................... ..Lancaster ·····-··························-
Llewellyn, Sam .................................. Cleveland ···············-·······-········ 
Mackey, Fred ··-····--·-····················--Galion ··········-··················-········· 
Moler, William ---·····························Columbus ............................... . 
Marek, Elmer ······-····························Cedar Rapids, Ia .................. . 
Meyers, Ted ··········-··························--Cleveland -································ 
Mitchell, Paul .................................... Lima ···········-··························-·· 
Mitchell, Jordan ................................ Columbus ............................... . 
Moellenkamp, Henry ····················-Wapakoneta ··············-······-······ 
McCarthy, Tim --·······-···················-Fremont ................................... . 
Nichols, John ·------·-························-La Grange ............................... . 
Olander, Ed. ·--···-·····························Columbus ............................... . 
Ort, Paul .............................................. Columbus ............................... . 
Oster, Harvey ----··-·····················-···Cleveland ................................. . 
Penrod, James L ............................... Lewisburg ............................... . 
Reed, William .................................... Columbus ............................... . 
Rosenthal, Alex ................................ Cleveland ................................. . 
Rowan, Everett .................................. Chillicothe ···············-················ 
Seiffer, Ralph E ............................ -Evansville, Ind. ······--·············· 
Shapiro, H. L. ···--·-·························-Columbus ............................... . 
Shields, Roy ·······················-···············Cleveland ................................. . 
Shifflette, Don ···············-···················Columbus ............................... . 
Slemmons, Robert H ....................... Columbus ............................... . 
Slough, Herbert ·······-·····················-Mansfield ................................. . 
Sobul, Sanford .................................... Cleveland ................................. . 
Schweinsberger, Harold ............... -Columbus ............................... . 
Ullery, Jack -···········-··-······-···--·······-Bradford ................................. . 
Uridil, Leo ............................................ Cedar Rapids, Ia .................. . 
Watkins, Edward ··-··················-·-·-Mansfield ................................. . 
Wendler, Harold ·-················-··-······-Fremont ................................... . 
Wentz, Burke .................................... Kenton ······················-············-·· 
Willaman, Dan .................................. Cleveland ................................. . 
Wisterman, John .............................. Galion ....................................... . 
Wiswell, Owen .................................... Columbus ................................. . 
W oerlein, George .............................. Groveport ............................... . 
Wood, Rolland P ............................... Columbus ······-···················-·-··· 
Young, William ....................... , .......... Kenton ..................................... . 
Zuber, John -·····-····-··---···----Columbus ............................... . 
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Age 
lS 
20 
19 
20 
19 
20 
19 
21 
22 
21 
20 
21 
21 
22 
22 
20 
20 
20 
21 
22 
20 
19 
20 
22 
22 
19 
22 
21 
23 
20 
19 
21 
19 
22 
22 
19 
21 
21 
21 
20 
21 
19 
20 
20 
21 
21 
20 
18 
21 
20 
20 
22 
21 
25 
23 
20 
20 
20 
22 
23 
lS 
21 
21 
23 
20 
22 
22 
22 
21 
21 
23 
lS 
Height 
5' 10 " 
5' 9 " 
6' 
5' 9 " 
5' S " 
6' 
5' 10 " 
5' 10 " 
6' 
5'11~" 
6' 3 " 
5' 10 " 
5' 11 " 
5' S " 
5'10K' 
5'10%'' 
5' 10 " 
5'100" 
5' 11 " 
6' 
6' 
6' 3 ,, 
5' 8%'' 
6' 
6' 1 ,, 
6' 2~" 
5' 10 " 
5'100" 
5' 11 " 
5' 10 " 
6' 2Y," 
5' 11 " 
6' lY," 
6' 4?4" 
6' 
5' 9%'' 
5' 10 " 
5' 11 " 
5' lOY," 
5' 10 " 
5' 11 " 
5' 11 " 
6' lY," 
6' 2 " 
6' 
5' 11 " 
5' 7 " 
5' 11 " 
5' lOY," 
5' 8 " 
6' 
6' 1 " 
6' 
5' 10 " 
5' 110" 
6' 
5' 8 " 
5' 11 " 
5' 10 " 
5' 10 " 
6' lY," 
6' 
5' SY," 
5' 10 " 
5' SY," 
5' 7Y," 
5' SY," 
6' 2 " 
5' 11 " 
5' SY," 
5' 10 " 
5' 10 II 
Weight 
164 
1S5 
173 
144 
152 
188 
155 
160 
175 
170 
193 
188 
172 
143 
165 
160 
170 
165 
150 
173 
185 
202 
160 
178 
188 
175 
175 
155 
175 
163 
177 
167 
220 
194 
175 
170 
178 
190 
170 
190 
162 
165 
205 
lSO 
190 
174 
150 
175 
190 
lSO 
183 
180 
170 
lSl 
198 
165 
150 
180 
143 
1S5 
1S4 
174 
177 
152 
165 
157 
160 
1S5 
168 
150 
180 
150 
Year 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
Position 
End 
Fullback 
Quarterback 
Quarterback 
Halfback 
Center 
Halfback 
Back 
End 
Halfback 
End 
Fullback 
Quarterback 
End 
Halfback 
Halfback 
Center 
Halfback 
Tackle 
Guard 
Fullback 
Halfback 
End 
Tackle 
End 
Fullback 
Halfback 
Center 
Tackle 
Halfback 
Guard 
Tackle 
Center 
End 
Tackle 
Guard 
Halfback 
Guard 
Halfback 
Quarterback 
Tackle ' 
Tackle 
Tackle 
Guard 
Quarterback 
Guard 
End 
End 
Guard 
Halfback 
Quarterback 
Center 
Quarterback 
Fullback 
Center 
Tackle 
Guard 
Halfback 
Halfback 
Halfback 
Quarterback 
Tackle 
Halfback 
Halfback 
Tackle 
Halfback 
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM 
THE BETTER BUICK 
In keeping with its slogan, "When Better Automobiles Are Built Buick Will Build 
Them'', Buick again builds a better Buick. 
Power in both the Master Six and Standard Six engines has been increased 
materially without changing the fundamental principles of Buick construction. 
BUICK 1926 MODELS 
STANDARD SIXES 
MODEL PRICE 
20-Five-passenger two-door Sedan ...... $1195 
24--Two-passenger Roadster .................. 1125 
25-Five-passenger Touring .................... 1150 
26-Two-passenger Coupe ........................ 1195 
27-Five-passenger Sedan ........................ 1295 
28--Four-passenger Coupe. ..................... 1275 
MASTER SIXES 
llIODEL PRICE 
40-Five-passenger two-door Sedan ...... $1395 
44--Two-passenger Roadster .................. 1250 
45-Five-passenger Touring .................... 1295 
47-Five-passenger four-door Sedan .... 1495 
48--Four-passenger Coupe ...................... 1795 
50-Seven-passenger Sedan ...................... 1995 
51-Five-passenger Brougham Sedan.. 1925 
54c-Country Club Coupe .......................... l 7G5 
54--Three-passenger Sport Roadster .. 1495 
55-Five-passenger Sport Touring ........ 1525 
All prices f. o. b. Flint, Michigan 
Government tax to be added 
Buick has always held firmly to one policy. That policy, which has spelled success 
for 21 years, is: To build into its product all those features which careful test 
has proven will add to the comfort, convenience and ecomonical operation of the Buick 
The Columbus Buick Company 
J. 0. McDONALD, General Manager 
286-288 EAST LONG STREET COLUMBUS, OHIO 
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What a thrill 
it will be next week 
on the Michigan 
trip, 
when you see what the 
porter has done 
to your 
Bates Shoes. 
New Fall and Winter styles 
$6.85 
$8.50 
and 
$10.00 
BATES 
SHOE EXPERT 
17 East Gay Street 
--··-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
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What They Did 
a Year Ago 
Ohio State 7, Purdue 0 
" " 0, Iowa 0 
" " 10, Ohio Wesleyan 0 
3, Chicago 3 
7, Wooster 7 
" 7, Indiana 12 
" 6, Michigan 16 
0, Illinois 7 
Indiana 65 Rose Poly 0 
Indiana 21 DePauw 0 
Indiana 14 Louisiana State 20 
Indiana 0 Chicago 23 
Indiana 7 Northwestern 17 
I j 
j 
I 
' I I 
+-'"_,_,_::.:~~}~~~~._J 
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BLOCK'S 
Cut Flowers 
Corner Sixteenth Ave. and High 
·.1 -=== 
---
.
i -:.=: 
·-· 
L-·--·-·---·=-_J 
When the Team's Away 
Minute after minute-through three or four hours of palpitat-
ing suspense you wonder what the score is when the team's away. 
Then after the game, your hands just itch for a copy of the 
Dispatch with a play by play account of the boys in action. 
You'll have all the dope when you read the scores and stories 
in the Dispatch Football Extra-sold on the street-brought to the 
home by a Dispatch carrier. 
Ohio's Greatest Home Daily 
ALL THE FINEST FEATURES 
FOR ALL THE FAMILY 
41 
To Accentuate Her Natural Charm 
The mother, sister, daughter or intimate friend can choose for her better 
than the user can choose for herself-
Perfumes 
Domestic and Imported 
Perfume Assortments 
In beautiful gift cases 
Toilet Waters 
Dainty Deodorants 
Suggestions of refinement 
Sachets and Lavenders 
for the chiffonier and dresser 
Bath Salts 
of distinctive fragrance 
1 Harrington's ~~e:ue Pharmacy ---··-·-·--·-H-•-H-oo-o~~g~-~:.:_::~~.~~~~-·~.!!_~.e_,_,_,__._,_, ______ ...,. 
r--·---·--·-1 
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1 
I 1925 Big Ten Standing I Won Lost Tied I Michigan __________ 3 0 O 
J Iowa _ -------------------- 2 
i Chicago ------------------ 2 i 
i 
i 
i 
'Wisconsin -------------- 1 
Northwestern ------ 1 
Ohio State ________ 0 
i Illinois -------- ----------- 0 
I Indiana ------------------ 0 i Minnesota --------- ----- 0 
I Purdue ------------------ O 
I 
! 
! 
t 
I 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
Pct. 
LOOO 
LOOO 
LOOO 
.500 
.500 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
+--··-,-----·--·-··-·-·---·-·--·+ 
+-II •I II 
·-·-·--·------· 
Conference Champions 
of Other Years 
1897 Wisconsin 
1898 Michigan 
1899 Chicago 
1900 Minnesota and Iowa 
1901 Michigan and Wisconsin 
1902 Michigan 
1903 Michigan and Minnesota 
1904 Minnesota and Michigan 
1905 Chicago 
1906 Wisconsin and Minnesota 
1907 Chicago 
1908 Chicago 
1909 Minnesota 
1910 Illinois and Minnesota 
1911 Minnesota 
1912 Wisconsin 
1913 Chicago 
1914 Illinois 
1915 Minnesota and Illinois 
1916 Ohio State 
1917 Ohio State 
1919 Illinois 
1920 Ohio State 
I 
J 
I 
J 
I 
f 
1921 Iowa f 
1922 Iowa and Michigan _J 
1923 Michigan and Illinois 
+-•-H-00-00~~: .. ~.:~g:_,,_, __ 
1,--------·-·-·--·----Co~;~~; .. --.. -·-·-··-·-··-·-··-.. -·-·-·--·-"j 
! f I The Red Top Cab Co. ~ 
i t CALL i 
f 53~~~ Main I 
i '------·--··-·--·,-----------·---·-·-·-·, ____ ,.. _____ ....., 
Citz. 
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~Pinger-Light,, Steering 
Year-Ahead Style and 
Per[ ormance 
'The qualih) 
is high, the 
price is low. 
MOON 
Coach de Luxe 
l'.O.B. ST. LOUJS 
llqdraulic 4 ... wheel brakes, 
i>leering especiall l] de .. 
signed for balloon tires. 
Duco finish. 
170 
THE SCIOTO MOTORS CO. 
Diana 8 
University 5753 
Distributors 
780 NORTH HIGH STREET 
Watch for new home of 
Sales and Service 
1027-1030 North High Street 
Moon 6 
So. Branch Store 
Garfield 3005-W 
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l I I HONOR SWEATERS I 
: j ! 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111 111111m1111111111111111111 11 111111111111111111 J 
! f 
f Football Jerseys Athletic Hose J I Basketball Shirts 'f; Utility Hose I 
1 Track Shirts Football Blankets I 1 • 
. I I -and- J 
1 OTHER ATHLETIC KNITTED WEAR 1 
I Made by 
I 2414 Sacrnmento Ave9.'Shea Knitting Mills 
Chicago, Illinois 
L_ ___ , __ , 
I -11-11-11-11-11--11-11-11-11-11-11-11-•-l-l-tl-ll-l-ll-ll-ll-I ___ ..., 
T"-·--·-··-·-··--··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-u-··-··-··-··-·-·-·-··-··-··-··-·-·-··-··-·-·---+ 
l 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
THE ATHLETIC 
SUPPLY CO. 
Outfitters for Colleges and High Schools 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 
I I 
· 520 Adams Street I 1 1726-28 N. High Street l TOLEDO, OHIO COLUMBUS, o:HiO- j 
+----·-·-·-·-·-·---·--·-·--.. -·-··--·-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-·-.. -··-··-··-·-··-··-·---1 
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! '  I 1 Ohio State's Record I 
I In the Big Ten l 
i 
I Points Scored 
Won Lost Tied Pct. Ohio Opponents i 
1913 ______________ 1 2 o .333 64 19 I 
1914 - -------------- 2 2 0 .500 46 47 i 
1915 ------------ 2 1 1 .667 47 33 i 
1916 ---------------- 4 0 0 1.000 118 29 i 
1917 __________________ 4 o o i.ooo 95 6 I 
1918 -------------------- S. A. T. C. Year-Not Counted. i :;;~ =-====== ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ;~ ;~ I 
1921 -------------- 4 1 0 .800 76 7 j 
i;~~ =-~~::==~-== i ! ~ :~~ ~~ ~~ I 
I 1924 ---- - ---2: 1: : ::: 6: 3:: I 
I I 
+-•--•-----•--•-••-n-1-..-••-·-•-•-••-•-••-••-11-t1-11-11-11-t1-t1-11-t1-11-1111-11-111-11-11-11-11-11-11---•+ 
+·-·--··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-·-··-·-··-··-·-·-··-·-··-·---..-+ I I 
1 How the "Big Ten" Grew J 
i 
The Western Intercollegiate Conference, now popularly known as 
organized on January 11, 1895, by presidents of seven middle western 
in Chicago to consider the regulation of interc01legiate athletics. 
the "Big Ten," was i 
universities, meeting j 
i 
Members of the Conference as its inception were: Chicago, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Northwestern, Purdue and Wisconsin. 
Indiana and the State University of Iowa were admitted on December 1, 1899. 
Ohio State University is the junior member of the "Big Ten," having been admitted to 
membership on April 6, 1921. 
Michigan withdrew from the Conference on January 14, 1908, accepted an invitation to 
i 
i 
return on June 9, 1917, and resumed membership on NoYember 20, 1917. f 
Precedent and resolutions rather than a written constitution are the agenda of control j 
in the Western Intercollegiate Conference. Each member institution has a faculty representa- j 
tive entitled to one vote. No person who receives pay for services connected with athletics I 
or the Department of Physical Education is eligible to sit as a Conference representative. i 
Annual meetings are held on Chicago in December. Called meetings are held as necessity ' 
arises. A majority vote of representatives pas3es any measure, but all legislation must go to j 
the faculties of the member institutions for approval. Any measure rejected within 60 days i 
by one or more faculties must be reconsidered at the next meeting of the Conference. The f 
l measure becomes operative, however, if again passed by a majority vote and any institution i 
i~'.::~.::.~:::=_,__J 
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''Just the right Dis tan ce Away'' 
Seven Miles East on Main Street 
THE FARM HO USE 
Special Luncheons, Chicken and St eak Dinners 
12 to 2 P. M.-5 to 8 P. M. 
THE FARM HOUSE BA RN 
Citz. Phone 99180--10 Rings Av ailable for dancing parties 
---·-.. -·-·--·-----
A Chance to Hel p 
IF you did not enlist, or if you did not serve out 
in the great army of Stadium Subscribers, it i 
your enlistment 
s not too late. 
You can still sign up, or, if circumstances hav e delayed you 
dge, there is no in completing the payment of your Stadium ple 
time like the present. 
The wisdom of building the Stadium as it is instead of the 
proved. There 
e your share? 
much smaller plant originally planned is amply 
remains, however, a debt to meet. Have you don 
Each fall a number of lovers of football, in 
all intercollegiate contests, generally, voluntarily 
of the army of subscribers. 
particular, and 
join the ranks 
Make checks payable to R. M. Royer, Treasu rer. 
-
____________ .. _________ , 
HALL'S 
Is a Popular Store For the Better A thlete 
Thomas E. \i\Tilson Sport Equipment 
is sold exclusively in Columbus at 
i 
f 
i 
i 
i 
f The Frank P. Hall Company Stores 1----~----~-M--A-IN __ s_T_o_R_E_-_ 10_1 N~~T-H~H_r_G_H~s_T_R_E_E_T~--~-------~ 
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f ~overnment Figures Prove It: i 
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C esterf ield, s 
are the 
Fastest 
~rowing 
Cigarette 
in the 
United States 
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Special Trains to Michigan 
Next Week 
Special University trains will be run to Ann Arbor next week 
for the Michigan game oYer both the X ew York Central and the 
Hocking Valley lines. 
The Hocking Valley \vill run these "University Specials" hoth 
Frid~iy night and Saturday morning. The Xe;\' York Central 
· · 1 r niYersity Specials'' will leave Saturday morning on 1~·. 
The round trip fare for the day trains "ill be: 
Coach $7.00 
Parlor Car $9.00 
.Fure un the Hocking \'alle>· "l'ni, · ersit~ Spt:eial" lein·ing at 
IO o'clock Friday night will be: 
One in upper berth... ...... ......... ....... .. .. $12.25 
Two in lower berth, each .. .. ..... ......... . $11.00 
One in lower berth .... . .. ..... ........... __ ........ .. $13.25 
The Hocking \'alley "UniYersity Speeinls" lea,·ing Saturday 
morning will depart from lTnion Station at (-; n. Ill. The X ew 
York Central "UniYersity Specials" will lea Ye the Broad Street 
Station at fl :1.3 a. m. The:\' are clue in Ann Arbor aho11t 11 ::30 a. 111. 
Train tickets will go 011 sale at 8 a. rn. ,\fonday, Xovember 9, 
at the Athletic House as well as at the cit~T ticket offices of the 
Hocking Y alley and X cw York Central railroads. 
Special street car sen·i(_'e has bet'n arrallgecl f'nr all nf these 
trai11s, going and eoming. 
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FAUl.Tl.ESS SERVICE 
ta!LICIOUS 'FOODS 
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